
 

 
 
Skyline   Walkway   and   Red   Rocks   Track,   Wellington  
 
The   track   starts   at   the   end   of   Carmichael   Street   in   Johnsonville,   heading   through   the   reserve   and   up   a   gentle   climb   on   the  
Old   Coach   Road.   
The   track   then   turns   left   onto   a   poled   route   and   a   steep   granny   gear   climb   that   traverses   up   to   Kaukau   Peak.   
Follow   the   markers   and   descend   the   south-west   ridge   through   open   farmland   and   short   native   scrub.   This   is   a   mix   of  
single,   stock   and   farm   track   with   some   technical   climbs   and   traverses.  
Purpose-built   single   track   winds   its   way   around   the   edge   of   one   of   the   highest   sections   of   Karori   and   then   descends  
through   a   pine   block   to   the   sealed   Makara   Road,   where   it   turns   right   and   heads   a   short   distance   to   the   Makara   Peak   MTB  
sign.   
Past   the   large   metal   gate,   it   climbs   steeply   to   the   water   tank   and   trail   map   next   to   Varley’s   Track.   Ride   on   and   zig-zag   up   to  
Zac’s   Track   through   short   regenerating   natives.   Zac’s   Track   leads   all   the   way   to   the   top   with   excellent   open   views   across  
Wellington’s   west   coast   and   foothills.   
Straight   ahead   is   the   Ridge   Line   Track,   which   begins   with   a   short   climb   followed   by   an   exciting   descent.   Follow   it   onto  
either   Swig   or   Lazy   Fern   tracks   all   the   way   down   to   the   Makara   Peak   Car   Park   where   there   is   a   picnic   area.   
Pedal   onto   the   sealed   road,   turning   left   up   Hazelwood   Avenue   and   right   onto   Fitzgerald   Avenue.   Follow   this   to   a   green  
space   at   the   bush   edge   where   there   is   a   large   map   board.  
Take   the   Salvation   Track   and   climb   the   northern   ridge   of   Wrights   Hill   almost   to   the   top.   The   climb   delivers   you   to   a   sealed  
road   where   you   head   right   for   a   short   distance   then   left   onto   John’s   Track.   
Follow   the   arrows   up   the   Lookout   Track   to   the   Karori   Sanctuary   fence   line.   Follow   the   fence   on   an   undulating   dirt   track   that  
climbs   more   than   it   descends   and   steepens   markedly   nearing   the   top.  
At   the   road,   head   right   and   climb   towards   495m   Hawkins   Hill.   Head   south   onto   the   Fenceline   Track   to   the   lone   windmill,  
then   hook   onto   the   Barking   Emu   Track.   This   climbs   towards   Hawkins   Hill   and   the   start   of   the   Red   Rocks   Track.   
From   the   end   of   Barking   Emu,   go   left   for   a   short   distance   on   Tip   Track   and   right   onto   the   Red   Rocks   Track.   This   climbs  
before   descending   the   ridge   between   coastal   shrubland   and   stunning   airy   views   across   the   rugged   southern   coast.   About  
halfway   down,   peel   off   the   ridge   and   navigate   a   series   of   switchbacks   into   the   stream   gully   for   a   final   technical   ride   to   the  
coast.  
The   rugged   coastal   track   heads   east   past   a   rustic   old   bach,   the   Red   Rocks   and   a   massive   quarry   above   a   surf-pounded  
beach.   The   ride   ends   at   Owhiro   Bay.  
 
Wild   file  
Access  
Grade    3-4  
Time    6-9hr  
Distance    47km  
Total   ascent    1300m  
Map    BQ31,   BQ32   
Notes    This   route   is   terrible   to   ride   in   a   strong   wind   and   hard   work   in   the   wet,   but   there   are   many   sidetracks   to   bail   down   if  
you   get   caught   out   or   get   too   tired.  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find  

the   best   possible   route.    Memory   Map   shows   purple   tracks   and   hut   icons   as   verified   routes   and   huts.   Red   or   blue   routes   are   those   drawn   by   Wilderness.   
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